COCKTAILS TO FIRE IT UP

THE MANCHESTER BLOODY 13
your choice of: mary-vodka, maria-tequila, smoky maria-mezcal, red snapper-gin, bull bourbon

COPPER I BARELY KNOW HER 14
copper & kings immature brandy, passion fruit, lemon juice, honey yogurt simple

QUID PRO QUO 13
ramazotti rosado, giffard strawberry, lemon juice, bubbles

TSK TSK 13
pimms no 1, giffard blackberry, spicy fresh ginger simple, lime juice, soda

IS THAT “MY” BONNET? 14
tequila, rothman orchard peach, lemon, jabanero simple

THAT GRANDDAM
“ESPRESSO-TINI” 15
cold brew concentrate, gd coffee cordial, bourbon, cacao, nutmeg simple

YOU BET YOU CAN ORDER AN OLD FASHIONED, MIMOSA OR A SPRITZ!

KICKSTARTERS

COFFEE
ESPRESSO 4
AMERICANO 4
CORTADO 6
CAPPUCINO 6
LATTÉ 6
DRIP COFFEE 4
COLD BREW 6
RYZE MUSHROOM COFFEE 9

ADD FLAVOR OR HEAVY CREAM $1

HARNEY & SONS TEA
ORGANIC GREEN WITH CITRUS & GINKGO 5
ORGANIC EARL GREY SUPREME 5
EGYPTIAN CHAMOMILE 5
ENGLISH BREAKFAST CHINESE KEEMUN 5
DECAF EARL GREY WITH BERGAMOT OIL 5

WINE

SPARKLING WINE
J. LAURENS BLANQUETTE BRUT 11 | 41
Languedoc France
PAUL LAURENT BRUT CUVEE DU FONDATEUR 18 | 71
Champagne France

WHITE
CHRISTOPHE MITTNAICH PINOT BLANC 11 | 42
Alsace France
SEEHOF RIESLING TROCKEN 11 | 42
Rheinhessen Germany
IL RADUNO FALANGHINA 12 | 47
Campania Italy
DOMAINE PIERRE MARTIN VIGNERON DE CHASIGNOL SANCERRE 13 | 55
Loire France
SANDHI CHARDONNAY 13 | 55
Central Coast California

ROSE
ROTATING ROSE 13 | 54

RED
RAVINES WINE CELLARS PINOT NOIR 13 | 54
Finger Lakes NY
FAILA PINOT NOIR 15 | 64
Willamette Valley Oregon
CANTINE DEI VINO NOBILE SANGIOVESE 18 | 71
Montepuliciano Italy
BODEGAS VOLVER SINGLE VINEYARD TEMPRANILLO 11 | 42
La Mancha Spain
JAX Y3 CABERNET 14 | 59
North Coast California

BEER & CIDER

MIRROR TWIN HAZY BUT LAZY NEW ENGLAND IPA 8
16oz abv 7%
MIRROR TWIN WHITE GIRL WASTED BLONDE ALE 8
16oz abv 5.5%
MIRROR TWIN WHEEZING THE JUICE FRUITED SOUR 8
16oz abv 7%
ROTATING MIRROR TWIN DARK 8

ROTATING MIRROR TWIN LAGER PILSNER 8
MODELO ESPECIAL PILSNER 8
12oz abv 4.4%
FALLS CITY PILSNER 8
12oz abv 4.5%

PERONI PILSNER 8
12oz abv 5.1%
MILEWIDE ROOMBA SINGLE HOP NE PALE ALE 9
16oz abv 5.8
ROTATING BRAVAZZI Seltzer 8
12oz abv 4.2%
ROTATING WISEBIRD CIDER 8
8oz abv 7.1%
ATHLETIC HAZY IPA 6
12oz non-alcoholic
ATHLETIC BLONDE IPA 6
12oz non-alcoholic

COFFEE

ESPRESSO 4
AMERICANO 4
CORTADO 6
CAPPUCINO 6
LATTÉ 6
DRIP COFFEE 4
COLD BREW 6
RYZE MUSHROOM COFFEE 9
ADD FLAVOR OR HEAVY CREAM $1

ORGANIC GREEN WITH CITRUS & GINKGO 5
ORGANIC EARL GREY SUPREME 5
EGYPTIAN CHAMOMILE 5
ENGLISH BREAKFAST CHINESE KEEMUN 5
DECAF EARL GREY WITH BERGAMOT OIL 5

THREE KOMBUCHA BLUSH 8
strawberry, pineapple & vanilla

ADDED FLAVOR OR HEAVY CREAM $1

TEMPERATES

ORANGE JUICE 6
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 6
CARROT, GINGER & APPLE JUICE 7
DAILY FRUIT & VEGETABLE JUICE MP
ADD AÇAI OR SPIRULINA $3

BLOOD ORANGE RECESS CBD 8
PEACH GINGER RECESS CBD 8
BLACK CHERRY RECESS CBD 8

THREE KOMBUCHA BLUSH 8
strawberry, pineapple & vanilla

ADDED FLAVOR OR HEAVY CREAM $1
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